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in novel ways; perhaps some of what
actually happens in the worlshops might
be adapted for direct application with
student Sroups.
We are currently well into a series of nine
workshops which include projecs such as
making a visual diary, using art materials
and technical equipment in unorthodox
and anarchic ways, interpreting the
esoteric cultural objects to be found
in the University's Sainsbury Centre,
and investigating chance as a means
of enlivening modes of teaching and
learninB. Other themes include looking
at the influence of specific places on
how we teach, the use of games, puzzles
and play in educational strategies, and a
consideration of what it might mean to
develop a strong sense of self-reflexivity as
a teacher-

I began the delivery of the workshops by
relating plafulness to the essential issues
that creative learning could address. fu
one pafticipating colleague observed:

ask srudenb to

put together and

write in a diary.'
This is a good example of workshop
material being directly carried across into

'Rebecca showecl us relevant

teach ing.

- including some of
her own artwork - and bools,
media and techniques to explore
these, and invited participants to
make connections with their own
teaching practices. 5he sugested
how the materials she provided
might be used, while leaving
things open for participants to take
risks and have fun. The emphasis

To paraphrase the title of David
Cauntlett's 20i B Polity Press volume on
the social power of crealivity. 'Making is
ConneclinB'. C \en lhe ever-increasing
incursion of reductive corporate values
into the education system at the present
time, creative approaches to teaching
require nothing less than the most
dedicated recognition and support.

objects

was very clearly on exchanging
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practices, with participants sharing
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and insights derived from

creative activities' .
This response was very encouraging as
it shows that through these workhops a
range o[ insights applicable to teaching
were indeed being developed. Another
colleague praised the diary-making
session, repofting that:
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'While using paper, thread and
scissors, academic col leagues
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Developing a systematic whole
School upproach to inclusive practice
through Universal Design for Learning
Sean Bracken, University of Worcester
Anniversaries provide a useful juncture to
cast a critically reflective eye on journeys
travelled. With this in mind, just over
a year has pased since the University
of Worcester college minibus began its
early morning sojourn heading some 100
km northeast with a destination of De
Mondort University (DMU) in Leicester.
There were eight colleagues aboard
who came from a diversi[y of discipline
along with several student services
'chools
representatives, The shared aim among
24

the wafarers was to discover more about
how the Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) framework could respond to the
learning requirements of an increasingly
diverse student body at our University.
DMU has been particularly successful
in developing a whole organisational
approach to UDL ds d medns of ensuring
inclusive practice. Such was the national
interest in the implementation of the
UDL framework that representatives from
around 20 other universities also attended

the information seminar.
The desire among colleagues at the
University of Worcester to enrich their
understanding of UDL initiatives in
Higher Education had emerged from
an earlier national conference hosted
at the Lniversily in Iune of 2017. Thi,
event had showcased how systematic
whole organisational approaches to
inclusive practice might be designed
and implemented. Building on the
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Department for Education report entitled
'lnclusive teaching and learning in higher
education as a route to excellence'
lD(E, 2017), it was clear that UDL was
emerging as a power{ul conceptual
framework to underpin positive change
processes. A critical attribute of this
framework is that it provides scope to
unify planning among differing strands
of the student HE experience, including
student services, library and information
services, estates, information technologies,
and the wider academy. Thus UDL
has potential to act systemically and
strategically to ensure the learning
requirements of the vast maiority of
students have been addressed through
anticipatory design. Increasingly,
international research illustrates that UDL
can transform educational provision
through a framework that uses multiple
means of engagement, multiple means
of representation and multiple means of
expression (see for example, the work of:
Burgstahler, 2013; Cook and Rao, 201 B;
Comez, 2015; Rao et a/., 201 5).
So, what has changed since thatjourney
of learning began over a year ago? A
recent audit of inclusive practice within
the School for Education revealed that
a strong community of professional
practitioners has emerged within the
School, with LDL acting as is wellspring
of inspiration for pedagogical design
and practice. Perhaps the greatest
exemplification of this community is
through its online Yammer network.
Colleagues within the Department for
Children and Families coordinate a
dynamic Yammer group, which shares
best practice around the UDL.

Additionally, within and beyond this
department, UDL principles have inspired
colleagues to seek out ways in which
accessible technologies can meet the
Iearning requirements of all learners,
especially those who traditionally have
been marginalised. With the suppolt
of Library and lnformation Services,
a formative research project is being
developed to investigate how the use
of audio books may support a diversity
of learners including those with visual
impairments, those who come from
first generation backgrounds and other
learners who may benefit from access to
audio learning. lncreasingly, accessibility
apps have been built into the Talis
reading resource Iists thereby enabling
students with dyslexia to access and use a

diversity of digital colour overlays.
Colleagues in the Department are
using UDL as a systematic approach to
in{orm the revalidation of all courses.
Collaborative planning has ensured that
colleagues have agreed to adopt a similar
template for all course Blackboard VLE
formas, thus adding coherence and
quality to the student experience. ln a
similar way, the team responsible for
the PCC in Secondary Education have
also focused on the development of
consisten! accessible design in the use
of VLE learning and teaching platforms
so that students can navigate their way
around, and interface productively with,
tools that can enhance the learning
experience. To futher complement this
work, the team has piloted the early
release of learning materials so that all
students can access and engage with
critical content prior to the scheduled
lecture periods. Other technological
learning tools such as Pebblepad
portfolios have also been reconfigured to
include some UDL principles.

Meanwhile, colleagues from the
Department for Education and lnclusion
along wilh rolleagues in the Primarl
Education Department are collaborating
on the use of Lesson Study to promote
a collegiate form of peer-suppofted
professional development that reviews
and stren$hens implementation of the
University's'Policy and procedures
on inclusive assessment' (University of
Worcester, 2016). The research project is
particularly mindful of the multiple means
o[erpression strand within UDL; lhis
encourages educators to design a diversity
of ways in which assessment as and for
Iearning can be evidenced. This small-

by incorporating a diversity of assessment
modalities that reaches beyond the
'one size fits all'traditional approach
to curriculum design. Significantly, the
UDL framework now constitutes part of
the first module on the PC Cert HETL,
so that there is potential for a shared
understanding of the ways in which UDL
can complement learning for all students.
ln order to ensure wider take-up and
greater sustainability of this model oi
inclusive change management, colleagues
who wish to update modules and courses
within the School of Education are
urged by leaders responsible for course
quality to reflect on the ways in which
they may be made more accessible
through consideration of the UDL

framework (CAST, 201 B). Ultimately,
as shared by Hanesworth et ai. (20.18,

p. 10), an ever-increasing emphasis on
shared collegiate understandings of what
constitutes UDL- informed inclusiviqr may
be best actualised when four dynamically
interacting dimensions of change
mdndgement dre brought together
these include:

1)

articulating the ways in which
strategic leaders encourage novel
learning and teaching perspectives

2l

UDL also provides a conceptual
framework to chaft a reflexive review
ol praclir es in poslgrdduate course5.
As the MA Education suite of modules
and the overarching programme are
undergoing review, there is scope to
identify and learn from and adapt
inclusive design strategies being adopted
at the undergraduate level, for example

Developing avenue) dnd mechdnisms
for all educators and student
seruice providers to encourage a
collaborative, partnershi p-based
approach, especially by seeking to
include the voices of studenE and
staff who have been marginalised;

3)

scale British Academy funded research

project is also purposefully focused on
anlicipatingstudent variatriliry in learning
and assessment requirements, thereby
ensuring that assessment processes
purposefully tackle inequities in outcomes
through a research-informed socially just
perspective (Hanesworth et a/., 2018).

Setting of an organisational vision for
inclusive curriculum and assessment
design. This would involve clearly

lnvesting in the resources of: time,
technological hardware and software
for staff and students and ensuring
there is pro{essional development
capacity to engage effectively with
curriculum and assessment change
processes

4)

Through praxis, extending the
cullure ol change to incorpordle
exemplified minimum standards and
best practices for inclusive, socially
just curriculum and assessment design
both within and external to the
inslilulion. lor erample. by inlorming
and involving external examiners of
the positive implications for UDL on
student learning outcomes, thereby
impacting more widely on external
cultures of HE praxis.
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A useful way to reflect upon, and to further develop, the initiatives shared earlier would be to illustrate how colleagues can extend and
strengthen their UDL planning and practices by considering the interplay betu/een the attributes of inclusive chang-e management as
outlined above. 5uch an approach would enable exemplification and prioritisation of next steps ancl would furthe"r enable"planning
ownership among course teams and their students. A sample of such a dynamic planning framework is provided in Table 1 .
Universal Design
for Learning
Featurcs

Organisational vision and
strategic Ieadership

Developing shared
approaches

ldentif ication of strategic
UDL champions in senior
leadership.

Collaborating to articulate
a strategic vision for
inclusivity that recognises
systemic nature of
inequalities.

Top down and bottom
up synergies: including
studens and middle
Multiple means
of engagement

policies based on
principles of social justice.

Collaborative formative

UDL.

development of
exemplification of how
UDL operates in praxis.

Targeted action research
and reflexive praxis.

oflepresenta-

tion - how do
we disseminate?

with external
expertise in the field of
En8agement

UDL.

lnclusion of accessibility
literacy into all
proSrammes.

aSsessment processes.

Revalidation processes

apply inclusive UDL
Course leadership and
recognition programmes

consideration.

incorporate aspects of

lnvestment in accessible
technologies for student
use, for example, use

lncorporation of

Eslablishing communities

unconscious bias
professional development.

o{ practice to collaborate
on driving change for a
social justice approach to
assessment and feedback.

ot lormative online
asSessments.

lncluding multiple
identities in peda8ogies

Consideration of how
inclusive assessment
is facilitated through
pedagogical accessibility,
for example lecture capture
and notes in advance.

and assessment.

Ensure Learning/Teaching

and Quality Coordinators
are UDL champions.

of change

Choice and diversity of

joint practice
development to enhance
sustainabi ity of UDL.
Use of

Formation of inclusive
curriculum and assessment

leaders.

Extending the culture

nt

Cuidance and guidelines
for establishing minimum
standards of inclusive
anticipatory design.

All stages of course
development and
implementation
incorporate reflection
using the UDL framework.

lnvolve students' unions
in defining what a UDL
approach to HE pedagogy
might look like.

Multiple means

Resources and
n al dev el o pme

p rofe ssi o

Providing scope for
personal academic tutors
to strengthen assessment
literacy.
Including accessible and
enabling technologies as a
key focus for CPD.

Developing toolkits and
flowcharts to illustrate
inclusive assessment
policies and processes.

lnternal and external
facing websites hosting all
policies and practices.

Providing insights into how
peers have developed
consistency in VLE
format and content for all
learners.

Formation of key
strategic action groups,

Multiple means
of action and
expression

-

what do we do

Consistent checking of

formative learning through

for example BAME
assessment, achievement
and retention, with student

interactive assessments (in
action).

leadership.

Providing online and
hard copy case studies of
how inclusive assessment
policies have been realised
in practice.

Identification of inclusive
assessment and pedagogy
as priority area in strategic

planning.

to embecl?
Recognition and rewards
for inclusive assessment
and pedagogies.

Sharing of key strategic
decisions beyond working
groups through blogs and
accessibility of minutes.

Encouraging targeted
to investigate
the impacts of differinB
strategies at course and
module level.
research

Table

1

UDL dynamic planning framework

UDL features on annual
enhancement pians.
Col aborative contributions

Consistent checking with
diverse student body.

to research to strengthen
internal culture and inform
external practices.

Using attainment data for
marginalised groups as lhe
basis for CPD and action.

with new assessment and

Applying concepts
from Dis/ability Critical

feedback policies and
practices that embed
equality and diversity.

Race Studies to explore
student narratives of
empowerment and
marginalisation.
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Developing systems and
processes to ensure that

Enga8e external examiners
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Conclu sion
The UDL frameworl< is increasingly
being recognised by HEI practitioners
as providing a well-researched and
meaningful conceptual framework for
enabling joint meaning-making among
sluden15. .uppofl ,taff and ar ademi, r in
order to address inequities in learning
outcomes. \{/hat is promising is that the
comprehensive nature of the resultant

how to equip marginalised studenE
with the knowledge, skills and capacities
to overcome these challenges, the
framework provides a tool for pedagogical
hope and success.
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Essentiality of humour in class
Mousir Khan, Aljouf University
How many of you still remember the
teacher of your college days who had
more to oft-er than just those nondescript,
soporiiic lectures; someone who had
to offer a r,visp of humour in his/her
class? l'm sure there are quite many of
you rvho still remember him/her fondly.
Teacl'ring n.rethods or pedagogy have
grown so complex and cumbersome for
most teachers, these days, that the simple
and most essential things in teacherstudent interactions are being missed out,
especiallv humour.

Throughout my teaching experience
as a language teacher and a lecturer
in literature, I have always sought an
oppoftuniq/ to employ humour as a
condiment in almost all of my classes for
the students to absorb the information
that's being given out. Yes, it does indeed
mean intermittently cracking a joke in the
middle olyour letture, or m.rkinga [unny
face (however ludicrous it may sound),
using buffoonery, irony, etc., to generate
a comical effect.

employ appropriately so as not to turn
themselves into a complete comedian).

you can tell the student has connected
with what is going on in the class. The
second benefit is that cracking a few
jokes makes you appear more of a friend
rsomeone you i an dpproa( h,dnd beinS
a serious unsmiling pedaBoBUe makes

I have always found positive benefits of

Though it is accepted that a successful
cla" is llre or" thdi is inlere,ting. il i'
hardly ever said that humour/amusement
should be an essential element in the
classrooms (which a teacher should

The positive benefits are as follows. A
good joke is bound to grab a student's
attention whether it's in the start (where
he or she is interested to hear the joke) or
at the end when the students, who have
heard it, are amused by it and as a result
there is laughter in the class. This is when

this prar lice and I rer ommend emplo) ing
it to every teacher who has until now
been struggling with writing up numerous
lessons plans only to be on the verge of
being stressed out. Cheer up and cheer
up your students!

you nothing but

a despicable villain. This
doesn't mean you are friendly only if you
crack jokes, no. You could be friendly as
well as being serious. However, it is not
going to be the same as you being friendly
and at the same time, someone who tells
a few jokes. The difference is that you're
going to be more approachable in the

